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Stockholm Archipelago, News & Highlights
Just a few minutes away from the city of Stockholm, the archipelago begins.
With nearly 30,000 islands, islets and rocks - from Grisslehamn in the north to
Landsort in the south - each with its own character. Here is a selections of news
and highlights for 2019.
Inter-island ferry line Nord/Sydlinjen
Perfect for island hopping. Get to know some new islands or visit
some of the classics. A three-day ticket is recommended.
waxholmsbolaget.se
Vaxholm Bed & Breakfast greenhouse & workshops
Vaxholm Bed & Breakfast has opened up a lovely Greenhouse
for private dinners and a popular Swedish Fika buffet on Sundays. They also offer workshops on how to make Swedish cinnamon buns, traditional Swedish food and chocolate pralines.
vaxholmsbedandbreakfast.se
Gustavsbergs Porslinmuseum (reopens)
After extensive renovations the Gustavsbergs Porcelain museum
is reopening during the summer of 2019 there will be numerous
events, new exhibitions and a newly renovated showcase area.
nationalmuseum.se/gustavsbergs-porslinsmuseum
Vaxholm Skypark
Vaxholm Skypark is a brand new adventure park that offers a
thrilling track among the trees up in the air. Vaxholm Skypark
has tracks for both beginners and experienced visitors and they
vary from 18-1 meter up. The activities are suitable for everyone
from the age of five. skypark.se
Zero Island
The idyllic island of Lidö in Stockholm Archipelago and the
energy company Neste has started a new project called Zero
Island where they aim to make the whole island fossil-free within
one year. The project will include for example transportation,
recycling and the NOLLA cabin; a compact and entirely mobile
cabin that leaves no traces in its surroundings.neste.com/sv/
journeytozero/
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300th anniversary of the Russian Pillage
In 2019, it is exactly 300 years since the Russian Pillage of the
eastern coalst of Sweden took place. It was during the summer
of 1719 that the Russian fleet ravaged a major part of the Swedish east coast including the Stockholm Archipelago. The event
will be highlighted through activities in the archipelago and
different tourist attractions. ryssharjningarna.se
The edible country campaign on Utö Island
To create an accessible alternative to unhealthy foods and an
inactive lifestyle, Visit Sweden turned to four of Sweden’s Michelin-starred chefs and together transformed the whole country into
a do-it-yourself gourmet restaurant where guests cook their own
food in nature. Tables have been places all over the country, open
for bookings, and one is placed on Utö island in the Stockholm
Archipelago. visitsweden.com/edible-uto-stockholm/
Hiking event - Roslagsmarschen. September 14
This hiking event on the Roslagsleden trail fits both ordinary exercisers and those looking for a tougher challenge. You choose if you
like to hike 10, 20 or 30 kilometers. roslagen.se
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